
Introducing the shell

Hans-Martin von Gaudecker

A bit of Operating System History
• Two broad sets: Unix-based/inspired (Linux, MacOS X) and Windows.

Unix-inspired
• Unix was developed at Bell labs starting 1969 (some history), quickly

evolved to become the main OS for servers.
• Licensed to many companies for free as Bell labs (a subsidiary of AT&T)

could not charge anything because of AT&T’s telecommunications
monopoly.

• The monopoly was broken up in the early 1980s and Unix became a com-
mercial product.

• Early spin-offs: Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) and GNU’s Not
Unix (GNU, only utilities, not the kernel itself).

• In 1991, Linus Torvalds wrote a new kernel inspired by the Unix kernel
from scratch — Linux.

• Many flavours of Linux today: Debian, Ubuntu, Red Hat, Mint, Android,
...

Unix-inspired
• After parting ways with Apple in the 1980s, Steve Jobs founded a company

called NeXT.
• Developed the OS NeXTSTEP, which was based partly on the BSD.
• NeXT was bought by Apple in 1997, which brought back Jobs as CEO.
• macOS X, iOS, ... all based on NeXTSTEP and thus BSD, Unix.
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Unix-inspired
• The Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX) aims to establish a

standard for Unix derivatives.
• For anything we may care about in this course, they look the same.
• Caveat: Graphical User Interfaces and installation of programmes might

be very different.

Windows
• Complex history of corporate collaborations between Microsoft / IBM.
• Big break between MS-DOS / Windows 9x and Windows NT, XP, subse-

quent versions.
• With a couple of exceptions, completely separate from Unix world.
• Some convergence as of late: Windows 10 includes the Windows Subsys-

tem for Linux (WSL)
• The standard Windows command shell still looks like what I remember

MS-DOS to look like in the early 1990s...
• On Windows, use PowerShell — modern shell, name speaks for itself.

Sometimes similar commands as in Bash, sometimes completely different
– Pointing out PowerShell alternatives is a recent feature of these slides.

Please let me know at hmg-teaching@uni-bonn.de if something is
missing or not quite right!
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Introducing the Shell
• At a high level, computers do four things

– run programs
– store data
– communicate with each other
– interact with us

Introducing the Shell
• Serious Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) weren’t available until the 1990s
• Before then, interaction took place via a Command Line Interface (CLI)
• CLIs are REPLs

CLIs are REPLs
• REPL means read-evaluate-print-loop
• Type a command → press Enter → computer reads it → executes it →

prints its output
• Although it may seem as if the user talked to the computer directly, there

is a program inbetween called the command shell

Command Shells
• Command shells are programmes like all others
• Figure out what to run given what the user inputs
• Effectively programmes to run other programmes
• The most popular Unix shell is bash (Bourne Again SHell)
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Following along
• I will keep logs of my in-class shell sessions at:

• Ignore the numbers upfront

• For the nerds: This is the command I am using

export PROMPT_COMMAND="history 1 >> /file/on/Dropbox.txt"

I’ll think of something for anyone who figures out how to do the logging
without the numbers...
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Basic Bash
• The dollar sign stands for a prompt waiting for input

$

• PowerShell: the dollar sign equivalent is the greater than symbol:

>

• If you copy and paste from the slides, do not include the leading Dollar /
greater than sign

• Type whoami and press Enter to see how the current user is named

$ whoami

egon

Basic Bash
• When we type whoami the shell finds the program
• The program is run
• The output of the program is shown
• A new prompt is displayed, indicating that it’s ready for new commands
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When and why to use the shell?
• To navigate the filesystem (use tab completion!!!)
• To use Git
• To start custom programmes (e.g., to trigger the build of a research

project)
• To interact with remote machines (often a shell is all you get; lecture with

tips and tricks towards the end of the course)
• To follow along in class: Much clearer what happens in which order relative

to point-and-click
• For speed reasons: Eventually interaction with machines is much faster

using keyboard only (applies to other programmes, too, shell is good prac-
tice)

When not to use the shell
• For anything that would benefit from visualisation. Graphical capabili-

ties usually limited to colouring characters (but you can start any other
programme)

• If you have a good other tool for the job. Would not want to use the
built-in editor nano unless you have to on a remote machine.
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Files and Directories
• We want to:

– Explain the similarities and differences between a file and a directory
– Translate an absolute path into a relative path and vice versa
– Construct absolute and relative paths that identify specific files and

directories
– Explain the steps in the shell’s read-run-print cycle
– Identify the actual command, flags, and filenames in a command-line

call

Files and Directories
• The part of the Operating System that handles files and directories is

called the filesystem
• We differentiate between files which hold information and directories (or

folders) which hold files
• The structure of the filesystems on Windows and Linux / OS X differ

considerably (the latter two as well, but not for what we will need)
• We will focus on the OS X Shell for now but later mention some (of the

many) differences
• Several commands are frequently used to interact with these structures
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Math interlude: Graphs
• 𝐺 = (𝑁, 𝐸)
• Examples:

– 𝑁 = {𝑥0, 𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3}, 𝐸 = {{𝑥0, 𝑥2}, {𝑥2, 𝑥1}}
– 𝑁 = {𝑥0, 𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3}, 𝐸 = {(𝑥0, 𝑥2), (𝑥2, 𝑥1), (𝑥1, 𝑥2)}
– 𝑁 = {𝑥0, 𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3}, 𝐸 = {(𝑥0, 𝑥2), (𝑥2, 𝑥1), (𝑥1, 𝑥0)}

Math interlude: Graphs

Edges Nodes Graphs
Undirected Adjacent Directed
Directed Connected Path

Disconnected Directed path
Parent Connected
Child Chain
Root Tree (arborescence)
Sink Directed acyclic
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Finding out the current path in the shell
• If we want to know where we are we can type pwd (print working directory)

which yields

$ pwd

/Users/egon

• In this case, we are in our home directory.

Directory structure
• To understand what our home directory is, let’s look at directory structure
• It is organized as a tree with the root directory called / at the very top
• Everything else is contained in it
• / refers to the leading slash in /Users/egon

Directory structure
On OS X systems

Directory structure
• Underneath /Users the data of the other user accounts on the machine is

stored
• E.g. /Users/another-user-on-this-machine
• We know, that if our current folder is /Users/egon, we are inside /Users

because of the first part of its name. Similarly /Users resides in the root
/
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Directory structure
Inside the Users folder

Directory structure
• Let’s see what happens when we run ls inside our home folder (on OS

X):

$ ls

Applications Desktop bin Documents Library Projects
Downloads Music

• ls stands for listing and shows the files in the current directory.

• We can also write ls some-sub-directory/ to receive the contents of the
subdirectory

Flags
• If you combine ls with the flag -F, the command adds:

– trailing / (Slashes) to the names of directories
– an asterisk (’*’) after each file that is executable.

• To find out which flags a command offers, you can use the parameter
--help.

• For example:

$ ls --help

...
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man
• The parameter --help does not work in Windows PowerShell, another

option is:

$ man ls

• ... which prints out the full documentation of much about any command.

Setting up the directory structure for this course
• We want to have the following:

/path/to/courses — prog-econ-2019 — sandbox
|
— more-to-come

• /path/to/courses refers to the directory where you store course materials

• /path/to/courses must not include

– spaces
– special characters (German Umlaute, Cyrillic, Chinese, ...)

• Will go step by step
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Changing directories
• With the command cd we can change the current location:

$ pwd

/Users/egon

$ cd Desktop/courses

$ pwd

/Users/egon/Desktop/courses

Changing directories
• To move up one directory level, type:

$ cd ..

$ pwd

/Users/egon/Desktop

• The character ~ (tilde) is interpreted as ”the current user’s home direc-
tory”

$ cd ~/Desktop/courses

$ pwd

/Users/egon/Desktop/courses

Changing directories
• A path starting with a / is interpreted as an absolute path:

$ cd /Users/egon/Documents/Pictures

• But currently this is not the directory we are interested in. A convenient
way to go back to the last directory is the - (dash) character:

$ cd -

$ pwd

/Users/egon/Desktop/courses
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Navigate to the folder where you store all course
materials

• Change directory, using absolute or relative path and remember tab com-
pletion!

$ cd /path/to/courses
$ pwd

/path/to/courses

• If pwd shows any spaces or Non-ASCII characters (ASCII includes more
or less a-z, A-Z, 0-9, -, _ for this purpose):

– Please change to another directory as just described and check with
pwd that there are not spaces in the path

– On Windows, I suggest working directly on C:\\, i.e., PowerShell
type cd C:\

Creating folders
• To create a folder, type:

$ mkdir prog-econ-2019

• The command mkdir means ”make directory” and creates the new folder
in the current working directory if not otherwise specified

$ pwd

/Users/egon/Desktop/courses

To check creation in Bash:

$ ls -F
prog-econ-2019/

In PowerShell:

> ls -N

• Feel free to use any other name without spaces / special characters
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Moving folders or files
• Create the sandbox directory inside the main course folder

$ mkdir prog-econ-2019/ssndbox

• To correct the spelling mistake:

$ mv prog-econ-2019/ssndbox prog-econ-2019/sandbox

• The first argument is the folder or file we want to move

• The second argument represents a relative or absolute path to the desti-
nation

Moving or renaming?
• Had the directory of the second argument existed, the ssndbox folder

would have been moved there
• Subtle differences of commands depending on the type of argument can

be a source of confusion in the beginning...
• Rest assured that everything is very consistent, though — these utilities

have been developed decades ago by very smart people and have seen
consistent use...
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Creating files
• Create a simple LaTeX file with ideas for the first exercise.

• First change to the thesis folder:

$ cd sandbox

• There is a shortcut to writing out long names of files or folders - the tab
completion - Just type:

$ cd s

• And then press tab. The shell automatically completes the name because
there is only one option for the rest of the directory name.

Creating files
• Start the Atom editor by writing (bash):

$ atom ideas.tex

• (PowerShell):

> New-Item ideas.tex -Force | atom ideas.tex

• Edit the file and save it.

• If this does not work because the programme ”atom” is not found, see
https://econ-project-templates.readthedocs.io/en/latest/faq.html and
look for ”PATH”
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Copying and deleting files
• Copy the file:

$ cp ideas.tex short_lifespan.tex

$ ls

ideas.tex short_lifespan.tex

• Delete the file we just created:

$ rm short_lifespan.tex

• Deleting in the Unix shell is forever. No trash / recycle bin, nothing.

• Files are unhooked from the filesystem and their storage space can be
recycled immediately.

Deleting and copying directories
• When we try to delete the directory, we get an error:

$ cd ..

$ rm sandbox

rm: sandbox: is a directory

• By default, rm only works on files.

• To delete a directory we need to add the flag -r. It recursively gets rid of
any file in the directory (no need to try out now).

• Same behaviour for cp (in terms of adding -r or seeing a refusal to perform
the operation)
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Viewing files
• To print out the content of a file in the shell, type:

$ cat ideas.tex

\documentclass[11pt, a4paper, leqno]{article}
\usepackage{a4wide}
\usepackage[T1]{fontenc}
\usepackage[utf8]{inputenc}

\begin{document}

\title{Some title}

\author{Me}

\date{\today}

\maketitle

Some words.

\end{document}

• The cat command prints the content of all the files it finds with the given
name

Viewing files: Bash
• The less command lets us scroll through the content of files

$ less ideas.tex

\documentclass[11pt, a4paper, leqno]{article}
\usepackage{a4wide}
\usepackage[T1]{fontenc}
\usepackage[utf8]{inputenc}

\begin{document}

\title{Some title}

:

• Use arrow up / down and page up / down to scroll

• Press q to exit
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Viewing files: PowerShell
• There is no real equivalent to less in PowerShell.

• However, there is a more command that let’s you scroll downwards through
files

> more ideas.tex

• Press q to exit

• Note: As opposed to less, more does not allow you to go backward.
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Wildcards
• For doing things (viewing, moving, removing) to multiple files, wildcards

are useful.
• Most important wildcard: * will match zero or more characters

– dataset*.txt matches dataset1.txt, dataset2.txt and so on
• The wildcard ? (questionmark) will only match a single character
• Wildcards can be used wherever files have to be passed on to a command

Viewing heads or tails of files: Bash
• Use head or tail to display the beginning or end of some file. This can

be helpful when viewing server logs or similar:

$ head -n 2 ideas.tex

\documentclass[11pt, a4paper, leqno]{article}
\usepackage{a4wide}

$ tail -3 ideas.tex

Some words.

\end{document}

Viewing heads or tails of files: PowerShell
• Use Get-Content or its alias gc to display and select a files content by

using the respective flags -Head or -Tail to display the beginning or end
of some file. This can be helpful when viewing server logs or similar:

> gc -Head 2 ideas.tex

\documentclass[11pt, a4paper, leqno]{article}
\usepackage{a4wide}

> gc -Tail 3 ideas.tex

Some words.

\end{document}
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Searching for patterns: Bash
• You need to find all author names in LaTeX files

• The command grep finds and prints lines in files that match a given
pattern

• It can be used as follows: grep [regular expression] [file name]

$ grep 'author.+' *.tex

dataset1.txt:Age: 24

• The . (dot) is used in regular expressions to match any single character

• The * (asterisk) says to match zero or more characters of the previously-
specified type (note the difference to the wildcard!)

• Separate lecture towards the end of the course

Searching for patterns: PowerShell
• The PowerShell equivalent to grep is Select-String that has the alias

sls.

> sls 'author.+' *.tex

dataset1.txt:Age: 24
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Creating a pipeline
• It is possible to use the output of a command as the input of another,

using the vertical bar | called pipe
• Lets say you have a complex directory structure with 2000 files in total

– Each name consists of a timestamp of the form: year-month-day.txt
• How could you search for the files created in may and june 2015?

Creating a pipeline: Bash
• The command for searching is conveniently called find

• Together with the grep command the problem can be solved as follows:

$ find . -type f | grep '2015-0[5,6]-..'

• The command find combined with the flag -type f looks for all files in
the working directory and all subdirectories

– In place of the dot you can put any path

• Grep picks out the files matching the specified regular expression

– The two brackets [] match any of the enclosed characters

Creating a pipeline: PowerShell
• Pipelines work similarly in Windows PowerShell.

• Searching through files of an directory can be achieved by using the com-
mand ls combined with the command sls.

> ls . | sls '2015-0[5,6]-..'

• This lists the filename, the line number and the full content of the line.

• If you, for instance, only want to view the filenames that contain the string,
you have to combine this command with the Select-Object command.

> ls . | sls '2015-0[5,6]-..' | Select-Object -Unique Filename
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Some simple recipes
• The following slides have some recipes for situations you may find yourself

stuck in
• No need for an in-depth understanding of those commands

Exiting long-running processes
• Ctrl+C, i.e., pressing the Ctrl key and C at the same time, will stop most

processes that are running
• On German keyboards, Ctrl is Strg
• Useful when you start an estimation with wrong parameters or a download

hangs

Getting out of vim
• Some commands (e.g. git commit without a message) will trigger a de-

fault editor if user input is required. This happens to be vim in most
cases

• It is helpful to remember two things
– If you just want to leave: Press Esc, followed by :q (a colon followed

by q for quit)
– If you want to make changes to the opened file: Press i for insert

mode and make your changes. Then press Esc followed by :wq (for
write & quit)

Using Atom as default text editor: Bash
• Enter the following commands to make Atom your default editor

$ export EDITOR='atom --new-window '

$ export TEXEDIT='atom --new-window'

$ alias atom="atom --new-window"

• The command atom needs to be on your path.

• Those settings will only be active for the current session.

• If you want to make them persistent, you can copy those terms into your
.bash_profile / .bashrc in your home directory.

Note: PowerShell does not have a default editor.
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License for the course material
• [Links to the full legal text and the source text for this page.] You are

free:
– to Share to copy, distribute and transmit the work
– to Remix to adapt the work

Under the following conditions:

• Attribution You must attribute the work in the manner speci-
fied by the author or licensor (but not in any way that suggests
that they endorse you or your use of the work).

With the understanding that:

• Waiver Any of the above condition scan be waived if you get
permission from the copyright holder.

• Public Domain Where the work or any of its elements in the
public domain under applicable law, that status is in no way
affected by the license.

• Other Rights In no way are any of the following rights affected
by the license:

– Your fair dealing or fair use rights, or other applicable copy-
right exceptions and limitations;

– The author’s moral rights;
– Rights other persons may have either in the work itself or

in how the work is used, such as publicity or privacy rights.

Notice For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license
terms of this work. The best way to do this is with a link to this web page.
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